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Let’s face it: not many people enjoy doing their finances. In fact, 
most of us dread it. We know it’s something we need to do, but we 
avoid it. We put it off. And in the end, we make things worse for 
ourselves. Tax time comes around, and we realize that we’ve left 
months of statements unreconciled. Life gets busy again, and we 
realize—too late—that our credit card bill is due on a different day 
this month. In the end, we feel overwhelmed. Helpless. Frustrated. 

Intuit’s products help take the frustration and overwhelm out of 
dealing with one’s personal finances. TurboTax helps simplify in-
creasingly complex tax returns. Quickbooks helps small business 
owners manage billing and accounts.  

To bring Intuit’s products to the next level, we must understand 
how to transform negative emotions into positive product or  
service experiences.

Background
How do you take a 
fundamental, often stressful 
experience—dealing with 
one’s finances—and bring 
it to a sense of satisfaction, 
effectiveness and delight?
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To better understand the type of emotionally transformative 
experiences Intuit seeks to create, we asked students, small 
business owners, and others to share their stories. When have 
they been pleasantly surprised by an experience? How can ex-
periences take something you dread, but have to do anyway—
and turn them into something you do without worrying?

From these experiences, we have created a set of design  
principles (see section B) and customer journeys (see section C) 
to guide the Intuit team as they move forward in creating awe-
some, reliable product experiences that help their customers 
feel more effective in managing their personal finances.

Research Question
 How might positive product 
experiences inform and inspire 
plans for user-centered, ‘dis-
ruptive’ innovation?

What can we learn from prod-
uct or service experiences that 
transform negative expecta-
tions into positive emotions?
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How do you uncover the 
emotional impact of a product 
experience?

We asked people one simple question: 

Tell me about a recent experience you’ve had product or service, where 
you went into the experience expecting something frustrating or neg-
ative to happen, but you left the experience feeling surprised, even de-
lighted. This experience can be anything—something at a store or public 
office, an experience with a mobile app, or something that helped you to 
start a new habit. But it should be related to a product or service.

Responses were collected via face-to-face interviews and work-
shops, e-mail conversations, and responses to Facebook posts. Par-
ticipants discussed how they felt before, during and after the expe-
rience, and how the experience impacted their behavior—and their 
feelings towards the activity.

What we found surprised us.

Our Method
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SECTION A.

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
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At the most basic level, people are motivated by three things: 

1. Autonomy: A sense of control over how perform a given task 
or process.

This means our products must fit in with the user’s current life-
style and work process, and make their lives easier—not harder.

2. Efficacy: A sense that we are fully capable of doing what we 
need to do.

This means our products must respect the user’s intelligence, and 
make them feel like they are in control of their finances—so they 
can worry about the more important things .

3. Relatedness: a sense that we are part of something bigger, and 
that others have our back.

This means our products must lend a hand when the user is frus-
trated or confused, and treat them like the human beings they are.

When we believe we’re good 
at what we do, we are more 
motivated to do the things we 
need to do. 

When we feel we can get help 
when we need it, we’re more 
likely to get help—and more 
likely to get things done.

We need to believe that 
we’re good at what we 
do—and that we can get 
help if we need it.

4 Ryan, R. M., & Deci, E. L. (2000). Intrinsic and extrinsic motivations: Classic definitions and new directions. Contemporary educational 
psychology, 25(1), 54-67.

Self-Determination Theory
(Deci, Ryan, 2000)
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BJ Fogg (2009) says three 
things are needed to achieve 
a target behavior. First, a 
person must be motivated to 
do the behavior. Second, they 
must have the ability to do 
the behavior. Finally, and most 
importantly, they must be 
triggered to do the behavior.

When these three elements 
happen at the same time, our 
products stop being tools, and 
start making a positive impact 
on our customer’s lives.

Motivation + Ability  + 
a well-timed trigger = 
behavior change

Motivation
Well-Timed 

Triggers

Ability (Simplicity)

High Motivation

Low Motivation

Low Ability High Ability

Likelih
ood of p

erfo
rming target behavior

3 Fogg, B. J. (2009, April). A behavior model for persuasive design. In Proceedings of the 4th international conference on persuasive 
technology (p. 40). ACM.

Persuasive Technology
(Fogg, 2009)
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There are three levels of cognitive 
processing people may engage in 
when interacting with a design; 
visceral, behavioral, and reflective1. 

1  Norman, D. A. (2007). Emotional design: Why we love 
(or hate) everyday things. Basic books.

People react emotionally 
to the things they 
interact with every day.

In early design research, we focus on the user’s goals, and how 
the user expects to feel while using the product. Gaining in-
sight into the whole experience lifecycle—including the emo-
tional dimensions of the experience—helps to drive the vis-
ceral processing of our products. This is the user’s immediate 
reaction to the look and feel of the product, and where they 
assess how much they will “like” using the product.

While interacting and experiencing the product, the user 
engages in behavioral processing. The design team must un-
derstand not only the user’s current goals, but how they feel 
about the task, in order to ensure a seamlessexperience. 

Reflective processing is engaged after the user is finished 
with their task, and thinks back on the experience. Under-
standing the user’s feelings about the task, and how it fits in 
with their long-term goals, helps the user connect with the 
product over an extended period of time. This is where we 
find the sweet spot—that thing that takes a normally dreary or 
anxiety-producing task—and makes it something the user has 
no problem doing regularly.

Emotional Design
(Norman, 2004)
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Authenticity Integrity

All the emotionally transformative experiences we 
studied combined two key delight ingredients:
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SECTION B.

DELIGHT PRINCIPLES
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After collecting data from dozens of people, we synthesized 
their experience into five fundamental principles for  
emotionally transformative customer experiences:

1. Create technology that augments the human 
experience, rather than replacing it.

2. Take the pain out of the process.

3. Let the user know you have their back. And 
mean it.

4. People are afraid to make the wrong decision. 
Help them not to.

In this section, we’ll shed some light on our research findings, 
and demonstrate the principles in action.

Delight principles for  
creating emotionally 
transformative product 
experiences
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DELIGHT PRINCIPLE #1

LET TECHNOLOGY AUGMENT THE HUMAN 
EXPERIENCE, RATHER THAN REPLACING IT.
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EMILY, SOFTWARE ENGINEER

Bill-pay apps + reminders 
on my phone. I’m terrible 
at writing/mailing checks, 
and setting up auto-pay via 
my bank isn’t useful b/c the 
charges are often slightly 
different each month. Now, my 
phone reminds me two days 
ahead of time each month, and 
in less than a minute: bill paid.

DESIGN PRINCIPLE IN ACTION

Find the most agonizing—or easily missed—point in the user’s process, and provide  
support to help them get “over the hump.”

The JetBlue mobile app allows you to check into your flight on the 
way to the airport, saving tons of time for short flights. Telephone 
reminders allow you to quickly remember when a bill is due, and send 
the money within minutes. Local urgent care facilities allow patients 
to quickly get treatment for minor issues—even labwork—that their 
normal doctor would need to refer them out for. 

Even the best software product can’t prevent a process from being 
annoying. But if we can anticipate the sticking points, and provide 
support at the right moment, we can take the most annoying task and 
make it doable—even delightful.
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Customer Journey Name Experience Enabled by

EXPERIENCE:
Within a day, receives 

the correct item from 

Amazon, which the  rep 

had sent via next day 

mail.

EMOTIONS:
Psyched; relieved. 

Grateful.

EXPERIENCE:
Goes on her trip, with 

her new suitcase in tow.

EMOTIONS:
Excited. Grateful that 

Amazon made it so easy 

to recover from their 

mistake and get the right 

product quickly.

EXPERIENCE:
She explains the 

problem, and the 

representative tells 

her how to return the 

incorrectly shipped 

product.

EMOTIONS:
Relieved; “It was simple; 

I barely had to do 

anything.”

EXPERIENCE:
Customer service 

rep had all info about 

the product ordered 

right from the account 

information.

EMOTIONS:
Even more amazed; “I 

didn’t even have to tell 

him the story!”

EXPERIENCE:
Within 30 seconds, got a 

call from Amazon on cell 

phone.

EMOTIONS:
Amazed. She was 

expecting  to wait at 

least a half an hour.

EXPERIENCE:
Decides to try it out; 

clicks the “Call me Now” 

button next to the order 

she needs to return.

EMOTIONS:
Still frustrated; doesn’t 

expect the rep to call 

right away.

EXPERIENCE:
Goes to her account; 

notices the “Call Me 

Now” feature.

EMOTIONS:
Frustrated about the 

purchase, but curious 

about this new feature.

WHAT WAS THE TIPPING POINT?
When Kiran received an immediate call from the company, who had her order information 
in hand, she was amazed at their responsiveness and her trust in the company increased 
severalfold.

“It was awesome; I told them that the shipment was wrong, and they emailed me directions 
on how to return the item, It was super easy; they also emailed me a new shipment via 1-day 
shipping. I got the product on time, and didn’t have to risk having to buy a new suitcase!”

ASSUMPTIONS ABOUT THE FUTURE 
Frustrated. She expects that once again, she’ll be bounced around from agent to 

agent, and she’ll need to recap all the purchase information to  each new person 

she was connected to.

PRIOR EXPERIENCES
Returns online are unpredictable, time consuming. It’s a hassle going through 

all the calls, and being bounced from agent to agent. “Whenever I have to return 

something, it’s never easy because I have to call and do all this stuff”

CUSTOMER GOAL
Kiran was about to leave on a long trip, and purchased a suitcase from Amazon. A 

few days before her trip, she was delivered the incorrect item, and was panicked 

that she would have to run out and get a new suitcase.

Amazon “Call me Now”Returning an incorrect shipmentKiran

EXPERIENCE:
Realizes that Amazon 

sent the wrong suitcase, 

and the trip is only a few 

days away.

EMOTIONS:
Panicked.
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Customer Journey Name Experience Enabled by

WHAT WAS THE TIPPING POINT?
 The tipping point is when Raul got the sense the stylists did have secret knowledge about 
how they pick out clothes to attract super-model type women. In addition, being able 
to speak to a Stylist over the phone and discuss his needs without being shy of who was 
overhearing.

EXPERIENCE:
After 2 weeks, Raul 

receives his first Trunk 

Club shipment.

EMOTIONS:
Excited. The stylist 

picked out a set of 

fantastic clothes for him, 

and he can’t wait to wear 

them out to the club!

EXPERIENCE:
Stylist mentions she’s 

going to send out a trunk 

and we’ll go from there.

EMOTIONS:
I feel lost. I don’t know 

what to expect with 

regards to updates.

EXPERIENCE:
Raul forces himself to 

open up and say he’s 

interested in attracting 

women at the club. 

Stylist adds she’s 

focused on Quality & Fit.

EMOTIONS:
Now I’m excited. I feel 

we’re on the same page 

now.

EXPERIENCE:
Stylist is asking for 

specific articles of 

clothing he needs. He’s 

not sure what he needs; 

that’s why he joined 

Trunk Club.

EMOTIONS:
Upset. I’m doing all 

the work. I’m not sure 

of what I need and 

she’s not providing any 

recommendations or 

helping me to think this 

decision through. 

EXPERIENCE:
Stylist explains Trunk 

Club in detail, including 

price and return policy.

EMOTIONS:
I’m feeling skeptical and 

nervous about this. I 

realize I don’t know this 

woman or her sense of 

style and she’s going 

to send me a bunch of 

expensive items and 

if I don’t return in 10 

days, I’m stuck with the 

merchandise.

EXPERIENCE:
Stylist calls Raul in the 

middle of a Saturday.

EMOTIONS:
Surprised and a bit 

confused. I am excited 

to finally talk to a real 

person, but the surprise 

call is odd without a 

warning.

EXPERIENCE:
Raul reads through 

“trunk” ideas and finds 

one tailored to “attract 

supermodels” and 

includes general style 

advice.

EMOTIONS:
I’m excited. I am 

beginning to feel these 

stylists do have some 

secret knowledge that 

will help me stand out to 

attractive women.

EXPERIENCE:
Raul completes 

registration and 

automatically matched 

with a stylist. Waiting 

to be contacted by my 

Stylist. 

EMOTIONS:
I feel out of place. I don’t 

feel comfortable calling 

her, I expect the stylist to 

call me.

EXPERIENCE:
Raul registers with 

Trunk Club Online. As 

part of registration, 

he has to fill out short 

surveys, input his 

billing and shipping 

information, and 

struggles to upload a 

required picture.

EMOTIONS:
I’m disappointed and 

unsure of the value of 

Trunk Club. 

ASSUMPTIONS ABOUT THE FUTURE 
Raul is skeptical the stylist can provide any type of value with so many resources 

online.

PRIOR EXPERIENCES
Raul normally hates shopping for clothes, so his twin sister usually recommends 

clothes for him. He has had a mix of good and bad turnouts when his twin sister 

recommends clothes. A friend told him about Trunk Club, and he was curious to try 

it out.

CUSTOMER GOAL
Raul is trying to find trendy clothes to look current in NYC nightlife. Being single in 

the city, he needs to stay well polished  in order to attract a hot girlfriend.

Trunk ClubUpgrading his wardrobeRaul
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DELIGHT PRINCIPLE #2

GET SPECIFIC ABOUT THE PAIN—AND FIND 
WAYS TO SOFTEN IT.
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ONIX, GRAPHIC DESIGNER

H&R Block tax software, 
believe it or not. I always 
dread this time of the year, 
and dealing with convoluted 
paperwork made it worse. The 
q&a format of the software 
personalizes and smoothed 
out the entire process, making 
it a breeze. 

DESIGN PRINCIPLE IN ACTION

Understand what the user normally dreads or puts off—and why they dread it. Then, 
find ways to make those tasks less painful.

To quote Mary Poppins, “just a spoonful of sugar helps the medicine 
go down.” Things that we need to do aren’t always pleasant. When we 
can reduce the stress they cause, we’re more likely to do them regu-
larly—and we’re healthier and happier in the long term.

Imagine a self-retracting syringe that makes compulsory injections 
less painful. Time tracking software that allows you to start and stop 
timers in three different ways, depending on where you are—mean-
ing you never have to worry about missing timesheets. Tax software 
that fills out your taxes using a simple Q&A format.

What do these have in common? They take an experience that the 
user normally avoids, or even dreads—and turns it into something 
that’s no sweat. They also help users turn behavior that benefits 
them into a habit.
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Customer Journey Name Experience Enabled by

EXPERIENCE:
In time, Jess no longer 

dreads giving herself 

injections, and begins 

“proactively injecting 

myself on time and with 

no fuss or anxiety.”

EMOTIONS:
Relieved. Pain-free. Able 

to do all the things she 

wants to do.

WHAT WAS THE TIPPING POINT?
As Jess continued using the new syringe, an event that was once necessary but horribly 
painful became something she was able to do with no problem—and as a result, she was able 
to manage her chronic condition easily. 

“I wouldn’t describe it as “delightful,” but when you’re talking about patient compliance and 
disease management, that kind of user experience improvement is HUGE in my book.”

EXPERIENCE:
Switches to the new 

syringe for every 

injection. Overtime, the 

injections become less 

and less painful.

EMOTIONS:
Relieved. More 

productive. She feels 

almost normal again.

EXPERIENCE:
Notices that, once she 

injects the needle into 

her skin, it automatically 

retracts. As a result, 

the injection is over in 

no time—and is far less 

painful than it was with 

the old syringe.

EMOTIONS:
Excited. Grateful. “I 

think I can do this more 

often!”

EXPERIENCE:
Learns about a new, 

spring-loaded syringe 

that automatically 

retracts after the 

injection is finished.

EMOTIONS:
Skeptical, but decides 

to try it.

EXPERIENCE:
Begins to dread injection 

times, and put them off 

as long as possible, to 

the detriment of her 

own well-being. 

EMOTIONS:
Disabled; pain levels 

increase to the point 

where mobility is limited.

EXPERIENCE:
Uses Epi-Pen style 

syringe for injections.

EMOTIONS:
Painful, upsetting. 

Constant bruises. “The 

whole process is very 

violent.”

ASSUMPTIONS ABOUT THE FUTURE 
Jess is convinced that treating her arthritis would always be painful and 

frustrating. She hopes that this new syringe might help.

CUSTOMER GOAL
Jess is a freelancer in her mid-thirties who has to give herself regular injections for 

arthritis treatment. Currently, she uses an Epi-Pen style syringe. “With the epi-pen, 

the needle is encased in a large plastic tube, you push one end of the tube against 

the injection site (in my case, my belly or thigh), and push down on the other end of 

the tube to release the needle.”

PRIOR EXPERIENCES
“The tube itself is big and clunky (designed to NOT look like a medical syringe and 

hide the needle, I suppose), and the injection force is huge. So it was fairly painful, 

like getting mildly punched/stabbed in the belly, and bruised a lot. It was also loud.”

To avoid the pain, Jess puts off her injections as long as possible, often long past 

their due date. Her health, and productivity, suffer as a result.

Self-retracting syringeSelf-Injections for ArthritisJess
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Customer Journey Name Experience Enabled by

WHAT WAS THE TIPPING POINT?
When Dani realizes how easy it is to manage time, invoices, proposals, and payments through  
Harvest—and that the app will even keep track of late payments and send reminders—she 
realizes that she’s found what she’s been looking for. Dani remained a loyal Harvest user for 
years, and recommended it to her clients and colleagues.

EXPERIENCE:
An hour later, Dani 

gets an email from the 

client apologizing for 

forgetting the invoice, 

and letting her know 

that he just paid via 

Paypal from a link in the 

Harvest email.

EMOTIONS:
Grateful, hooked. “This 

thing is a lifesaver!”

EXPERIENCE:
35 days later, she 

realizes that her retainer 

client still hasn’t paid 

the last invoice. Logs 

into Harvest, and 

notices that the app has 

automatically emailed 

the client a reminder.

EMOTIONS:
Relieved. “Thank 

goodness! One less 

thing on my plate.”

EXPERIENCE:
After a few weeks of 

using the app, sends a 

detailed invoice to one of 

her retainer clients. Also 

puts together a couple of 

proposals to prospective 

clients and sends them 

through Harvest. The 

prospective clients 

accept the proposal 

directly through the app.

EMOTIONS:
Psyched; “This is making 

my life so much easier!”

EXPERIENCE:
A week later, notices on 

her dashboard that she’s 

running over budget on 

a project.

EMOTIONS:
Surprised, and excited. 

Happy to know early 

so she can discuss the 

schedule with the client.

EXPERIENCE:
Spends a day working on 

several client projects. 

Leaves the app open as 

a tab in Chrome, and 

starts and stops timers 

as she goes.

EMOTIONS:
Excited; productive. 

“Hey, that was pretty 

easy!”

EXPERIENCE:
Starts setting up her 

current clients, their 

contact information, and 

the various tasks that 

are usually involved in 

her projects.

EMOTIONS:
Annoyed. “This is taking 

too long!” Worried that 

this is going to be yet 

another drain on her 

work time.

EXPERIENCE:
Decides to sign up for 

free trial. The process 

seems pretty painless, 

and she’s able to 

customize her account 

pretty easily.

EMOTIONS:
Cautiously Optimistic.

EXPERIENCE:
Reads about features; 

learns that it has a 

stopwatch timer, and 

that it can send and track 

invoices and proposals. 

EMOTIONS:
Interested and a little 

excited. The stopwatch 

timer seems like it would 

be convenient.

EXPERIENCE:
Hears about Harvest 

App from a colleague 

who has been running 

his own firm for a while.

EMOTIONS:
Curious to check it out. 

Wonders if it’ll be just 

another app to try.

ASSUMPTIONS ABOUT THE FUTURE

Dani feels frustrated and overwhelmed, like she’s spending so much time dealing 

with administrative tasks that she won’t have time to work on client projects. 

She worries that she’ll never find a single solution that will let her keep track of 

everything she has to bill out and bid.

PRIOR EXPERIENCES
Generally, Dani keeps time records on a sheet of paper by her desk. At the end of 

the day, she inputs the time into Quickbooks. She can send invoices directly from 

the program, but keeps forgetting when they were sent. As a result, she ends up 

sending reminders long after the invoices are overdue.

Proposals in InDesign and emails to client as PDF, but she hasn’t found a reliable 

tracking mechanism for this; as a result, she forgets what’s outstanding.

CUSTOMER GOAL
Dani has run a small design studio for about three years. One of the key things she 

sells is her time, and she generally manages several projects at once. Because of 

this, she has to manage time spent on projects very carefully.

She also needs to send invoices and proposals to clients; remind clients to pay past 

due invoices; track proposals and invoices that have been sent out.

Harvest AppManaging her billable timeDani
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DELIGHT PRINCIPLE #3

LET THE USER KNOW THAT YOU HAVE THEIR 
BACK. AND MEAN IT.
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Technology can be incredibly persuasive. When we shop on Am-
azon, we see with “just-in-time” recommendations that inspire us 
to buy more than we intended. Fitocracy, RunKeeper and other 
social fitness apps use the assumed presence of our peers to moti-
vate us to work out more. The idea that others are looking out for 
us is a powerful motivator1. 

Paperwork, new forms to fill out, odds and ends to keep around, 
the fear that the IRS is going to crash in on us at any moment—
these things create tension, frustration, even fear. We worry that 
we don’t have enough time, or that we’re not “on top of things.” 
But what if our finance software kept “on top of things” for us? 

How can we let our users know, “we’ve got this?” What can we 
bring into our products that takes some weight off their shoul-
ders? How do we “humanize” our software?

1   Fogg, Brian J. “Persuasive technology: using computers to change what we think and do.” Ubiquity 2002.December (2002): 5.

When someone is scared, 
frustrated or distracted by too 
many other things, they avoid 
doing the things that are best 
for them. Designing solutions 
that fit into the user’s life, and 
guide them along the process, 
can be powerfully persuasive.

DESIGN PRINCIPLE IN ACTION

People get overwhelmed and stressed about their finances. If you want them to love 
your product, let them know, “We’ve got this.”
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Customer Journey Name Experience Enabled by

WHAT WAS THE TIPPING POINT?
When Gina realizes that not only was she able to reach a person right away, but the person 
she reached was helpful and offered her extras that she hadn’t even asked for, she was 
delighted to have Liberty Mutual as her insurer. “I got a sense that they were consistent in 
how they help customers.“

EXPERIENCE:
Checks her statement, 

and learns that indeed, 

the company has indeed 

covered the $3 fee.

EMOTIONS:
Delighted to have them 

as her insurer. “I got a 

sense that they were 

consistent in how  

they help customers.“

EXPERIENCE:
Days later, is wondering 

if the representative 

really meant it when 

she  said the earthquake 

insurance was 

complimentary.

EMOTIONS:
Dubious. She’s been 

burned before.

EXPERIENCE:
Gina tells the 

representative that 

she’s happy about the 

experience she just had.

EMOTIONS:
Delighted. “I was 

impressed by the whole 

exchange, and made 

sure to tell her before 

hanging up.”

EXPERIENCE:
Learns that the 

insurance costs $3 a 

month to add to her 

policy.

EMOTIONS:
Relieved: “Earthquake 

insurance sounds like it’d 

be crazy expensive, so 

to find that it’s only $3 

and they’d pay for it was 

surprising.”

EXPERIENCE:
Is told that the company 

will cover the fees,.

EMOTIONS:
Surprised, curious. “I 

wondered, “Is this part 

of their business plan? 

To offer free stuff like 

this? How many people 

do they do this for? Is 

this part of their strategy 

to empower agents 

to make customer’s 

happy?”

EXPERIENCE:
Agent returns quickly, 

and says that she is 

eligible for earthquake 

insurance.

EMOTIONS:
Relieved. “That was 

quicker than I expected.”

EXPERIENCE:
Asks about Earthquake 

Insurance. Agent isn’t 

sure, so puts her on hold 

to ask someone.

EMOTIONS:
A bit annoyed. “Here 

we go.”

EXPERIENCE:
Is quickly connected 

with an agent who is able 

to answer her questions.

EMOTIONS:
Surprised. Relieved.

EXPERIENCE:
“I put it as a task on 

my calendar but kept 

changing the date, 

putting it off.”

EMOTIONS:
Anxious; trying to avoid.

ASSUMPTIONS ABOUT THE FUTURE 
Gina was really nervous about contacting the insurance company, and kept putting 

off the task. “I was expecting to press a bunch of numbers to reach an operator, to 

be put on hold, to speak to someone who couldn’t sufficiently answer my questions, 

and to find out flood insurance was really expensive.”

PRIOR EXPERIENCES
Gina had been a Liberty Mutual customer for a couple of years already, and had 

received relatively good service from them. But her experience with getting help 

from large organizations had been universally annoying.

CUSTOMER GOAL
Gina needed to add flood insurance to her current renter’s insurance policy. Since 

the rains have been particularly bad in her section of Massachusetts lately, she’s 

concerned about protecting her stuff.

Liberty MutualPurchasing InsuranceGina
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Customer Journey Name Experience Enabled by

WHAT WAS THE TIPPING POINT?
When Max realized that the procedure wasn’t nearly as bad as he expected, he felt relieved. 
“I expected to have to take a few days off. They told me I could actually go back to work this 
afternoon. The impact on my personal life was over.” The professional and caring behavior of 
the technicians at the new dentist’s office made the whole process seamless.

Max enjoyed life without tooth pain—and took much better care of his teeth.

EXPERIENCE:
Has completely 

forgotten about the pain.

EMOTIONS:
Relieved. Grateful.

EXPERIENCE:
Walks out of the office 

and his mouth is numb 

for several hours from 

the novicaine.

EMOTIONS:
Slightly annoyed,  

but glad the procedure 

is over.

EXPERIENCE:
The procedure itself 

is complete within 45 

minutes

EMOTIONS:
Surprised. Relieved. 

EXPERIENCE:
Technician and doctor 

are professional and 

nice. Explain exactly 

what will happen, and 

why the procedure 

needs to be done.

EMOTIONS:
Relieved; Knew what  

to expect.

EXPERIENCE:
A week later, Max 

comes in for his 

appointment, and learns 

that another dentist 

will be performing 

the procedure. Is also 

greeted rudely by office 

receptionist.

EMOTIONS:
Anxious, nervous. He 

had trusted the other 

dentist. 

EXPERIENCE:
New dentist lays out 

exact course of action to 

take. Explains root canal 

as last resort. 

EMOTIONS:
Overwhelmed. Anxious. 

EXPERIENCE:
The new dentist is calm  

and collected; speaks to 

Max with respect.

EMOTIONS:
Relieved; feels listened 

to and cared for. Is 

feeling a bit better about 

what’s going to happen.

EXPERIENCE:
Max recalls all the 

different failures that 

have happened over the 

past year.

EMOTIONS:
Annoyed; Angry. 

“On some level, i was 

annoyed that is was the 

other dentist’s fault and 

here i was paying for the 

other dentist’s mistake”

EXPERIENCE:
Meets with a new 

dentist to talk about 

fixing his tooth.

EMOTIONS:
Concerned, worried.

ASSUMPTIONS ABOUT THE FUTURE 
Max had so many attempts to make tooth feel right, but none succeeded.He really 

thought that he’d have this tooth pain forever.

PRIOR EXPERIENCES
One previously created filling was sensitive for weeks. He went back to dentist, 

who thought the bite was off. Dentist ground away at tooth. Realized it wasn’t the 

bite. The temporary filling  was on for 6 months.

CUSTOMER GOAL
Max needed to deal with some severe pain in his tooth, after multiple attempts at 

fixing the issue with his previous dentist.

A new dentistRecovering from Tooth PainMax
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Customer Journey Name Experience Enabled by

WHAT WAS THE TIPPING POINT?
When Ana is able to compare experience from Discover to Capital One and Bank of 
America. Discover offered her more services than Capital One. Discover protected her from 
fraudulent charges and her other card did not. Ana has a vested interest to Discover grow 
and do well and she recommends Discover to friends.

EXPERIENCE:
Ana starts 

recommending Discover 

to all of her friends.

EMOTIONS:
Delighted. “Discover 

Card treats me so well!”

EXPERIENCE:
Ana gets fraudulent 

charges on both her 

Discover and her 

new credit card. Only 

Discover resolves the 

fraud without an issue. 

She’s still waiting for the 

other bank to resolve 

the fraudulent charges.

EMOTIONS:
Ana’s respect for 

Discover increases. 

EXPERIENCE:
Ana gets approved for 

another credit card, 

which she begins using 

as well.

EMOTIONS:

Excited. “Now I can 

really start building my 

credit history!”

EXPERIENCE:
Ana starts using her 

new Discover Card. 

It’s always easy to get 

an customer service 

agent. Agents always 

acknowledge how long 

she’s been a customer 

and don’t try to force 

other products on her. 

They also  notify her of 

fraudulent charges.

EMOTIONS:
She feels valued. 

EXPERIENCE:
CapitalOne offers Ana 

a lower line of credit, 

charges her an annual 

fee, offers no rewards 

program and no free 

personalized card.

EMOTIONS:
Ana feels offended and 

annoyed. “I couldn’t 

believe the offer.”

EXPERIENCE:
Ana is approved by 

Discover Card, which 

offers her rewards and 

cash back.

EMOTIONS:
Ana is surprised, 

relieved, and hopeful. “I 

can start to demonstrate 

I’m worthy of credit.”

EXPERIENCE:
Ana applies for almost a 

dozen credit cards, and 

isn’t getting approved by 

any of them.

EMOTIONS:
Ana is feeling frustrated 

and defeated. She 

doesn’t expect to get 

a card, and worries 

about not being able to 

establish her credit.

EXPERIENCE:
Ana talks to friends, 

both Americans and 

International students, 

about their experience 

applying for cards.

EMOTIONS:
She feels empowered. 

She knows it won’t take 

long and the process is 

straightforward.

EXPERIENCE:
Everyone is telling Ana, 

an international student, 

that  she needs a credit 

card to start building 

credit for her future.

EMOTIONS:
Anxious: “I need to have 

this done yesterday.”

ASSUMPTIONS ABOUT THE FUTURE 
After discussing with friends, it should be easy to get approved.

PRIOR EXPERIENCES
Ana has no experience building credit.

CUSTOMER GOAL
Ana moved from Romania to the USA for college. The American Dream relies on 

her long-term financial health. She wants to build credit to be able to get a loan for 

a house or car in the future.

Discover CardBuilding CreditAna
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DELIGHT PRINCIPLE #4

PEOPLE ARE AFRAID TO MAKE THE WRONG 
DECISION. HELP THEM NOT TO.
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People make decisions based on emotion—and then use data to 
back them up. When they don’t get the validation they need, they 
start to question their decision—and they’re more likely to aban-
don the process. 

This is particularly true when we’re trying to develop new habits, 
like keeping better track of our finances. When we can’t justify 
the amount of work we have to do in relation to sense of the long-
term gain, we go off our diets. We drop our gym memberships. We 
stop cataloguing our receipts. 

When we book travel, we comparison shop across different sites 
to find the best price—but we still check with our friends to make 
sure. When we can’t find the information about how or what we 
will be charged for a service, we lose faith in the process and aban-
don our goal.

By helping users get the data 
they need to make an informed 
decision, we help them make 
meaningful comparisons, show 
our support for their needs 
and goals, and increase the 
credibility of our products.

DESIGN PRINCIPLE IN ACTION

Provide the data the user needs to validate the choice they’re about to make—and help 
them see how it fits in with their short and long term goals.
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Customer Journey Name Experience Enabled by Kayak and her peersLisa Booking travel

EXPERIENCE:
Lisa begins researching 

airline ticket prices as 

they relate to different 

travel routes.

EMOTIONS:
The overwhelming 

feeling continues. 

Though the cause is 

now derived from the 

need to plan the travel 

logistics and evaluate 

competitive prices. She 

also created an internal 
pressure on herself “to 

be smart about time and 

money.”

EXPERIENCE:
A cycle of finding and 

comparing prices 

begins as prices being 

to rise as the travel date 

approaches.

EMOTIONS:
Lisa begins to feel 

‘freaked out’ as 

she feels she may 

have missed a good 

opportunity to buy and 

guilty for not getting her 

act together. Despite 

knowing she needs to 

commit to a plan she 

begins to procrastinate.

EXPERIENCE:
5–6 weeks from the 

intended departure 

date and the need to 

purchase airfare still 

remains.

EMOTIONS:
Lisa is now feeling the 

most anxious as the 

prices are the highest.

EXPERIENCE:
Lisa checks the travel 

website Kayak who 

specializes in cheap 

flights, hotels, rental cars 

and travel deals. She 

finds a good deal on a 

preferred eastern route 

on a good airline.

EMOTIONS:
Immediately she feels 

relieved having found 

the good deal. Her relief 

is amplified by Kayak’s 

positive customer 

reviews.

EXPERIENCE:
Lisa runs the good 

deal past her travel 

buddy and her parents. 

They double check the 

logisitics and approve 

the good price.

EMOTIONS: 
Lisa feels a sense of 

validation for having 

found a good deal that 

aligns with her preferred 

travels plans and 

affirmation that she was 

capable of doing so.

EXPERIENCE:
Lisa returns to the Kayak 

website and purchases 

the airfare.

EMOTIONS:
“Purchasing the ticket 
was a weight off.” Her 

sense of validation 

combined with the sense 

of relief for having 

confirmed travel plans 

elevates Lisa to the most 

positive emotional state 

of the experience.

EXPERIENCE:
Kayak sends a 

confimation email.

EMOTIONS:
Lisa feels a continued 

sense of validation 

from having used the 

reputable Kayak service.

EXPERIENCE:
During the trip Lisa 

receives notifications, 

alerts and updates 

confirming her multiple 

flights throughout the 

duration of her trip.

EMOTIONS:
Lisa experiences a sense 

of fun and relaxation 

noting that the alerts 

for her next leg of travel 

were “cool,” “exciting” 

and gave her piece of 

mind that everything 

was going as planned.

EXPERIENCE:
Lisa realizes the 

opportunity to travel 

to Southeast Asia to 

visit her sister who had 

recently moved there.

EMOTIONS:
Immediately she felt 

overwhelmed and 

anxious due to the fact 

she would be stepping 

out of her comfort zone 

in a foreign country.

PRIOR EXPERIENCES
Lisa had little experience booking travel. Especially international travel prior to her 

trip planning to Southeast Asia.

ASSUMPTIONS ABOUT THE FUTURE 
It could be assumed that Lisa may use Kayak as a service for travel in the future. 

Additionally, she may feel more confident having proven to herself that she was 

capable of planning, evaluating and getting a good deal on arifrare.

CUSTOMER GOAL
Lisa’s goal was to book a round-trip flight to Singapore and then onto Bali for 

vacation. In addition to booking for herself, she was also booking for her travel 

buddy. Together Lisa had to weigh both of thier travel contraints, schedules and 

budgets.

WHAT WAS THE TIPPING POINT?
The tipping point in Lisa’s experience came from external factors. First, her feelings of 
overwhelmingness and anxiety were relieved by finding the good deal on Kayak. Kayak had 
synthesized all of the moving parts and produced a solution for her when she needed it most. 

Almost simultaneously, the internal pressure she created for herself was relieved by 
validation.  This validation by her travel buddy and family that she had found a good deal gave 
her the additional sense of affirmation of her ability to find a good deal.
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Customer Journey Name Experience Enabled by

EXPERIENCE:
Kristen realizes that 

they want a lot of 

information. Are they 

going to personally 

monitor her? 

EMOTIONS:
I guess it seems like a 

person would be doing 

this, so i dont mind 

too much. The more 

information i give, i feel 

like ill get a better value 

for my money.

EXPERIENCE:
Kristen is asked to name 

the “types of styles” she’s 

interested in.

EMOTIONS:
Confused. How do I 

characterize myself? 

What do I want to 

dress like or how do I 

want to appear? This is 

challenging. What the 

hell is “bohemian chick?”

WHAT WAS THE TIPPING POINT?
When Kristen finally figured out the payment policies for her Stitch Fix, she became excited about 

receiving her first Fix. She is currently axiously awaiting her first Fix, and hopes that it provides the 

solution she needs to stay fashionable on a tight schedule.

EXPERIENCE:
Kristen has to wait 

a month before she 

receives her first Stitch 

Fix.

EMOTIONS:
I don’t get to receive my 

fix until June 3. So, I’m a 

little anxious but I dont 

know how I’ll feel.

EXPERIENCE:
Found information about 

payments and logistics

EMOTIONS:
SURPRISED. I had no 

idea how logical the 

system was. (Though the 

info was hard to find) 

I usually expect to pay 

for something before 

its shipped, not after 

its arrived! Satisfaction 

guaranteed!

EXPERIENCE:
Confirming payments/

logistics

EMOTIONS:
Frustrated. I had 

abandoned the service 

and i forgot or didnt 

know how the service 

worked. i thought i could 

set a budget.

EXPERIENCE:
Kristen is asked to 

provide her credit card 

information, but doesn’t 

see any information 

about when or how 

much her card would be 

charged by Stitch Fix.

EMOTIONS:
Distrustful. Abandoned 

the process for 2 weeks. 

“I did not want to 

commit at all.”.

EXPERIENCE:
Uses the size chart to 

find her size.

EMOTIONS:
Nervous. “Even though I 

know what I should wear 

I want to confirm we’re 

on the same page with 

this. It would be horrible 

if I got a really cute item 

in the wrong size!”

EXPERIENCE:
Began setting up my 

style profile

EMOTIONS:
“I want to fill out this 

style profile. It’s like 

shopping without the 

tedious item-by-item 

assessment, which 

always tires me out, 

makes me hungry and 

grouchy. “

EXPERIENCE:
Kristen hears about 

Stitch Fix from a 

colleague.

EMOTIONS:
Intrigued. “This could 

solve my problem…”

CUSTOMER GOAL
Kristen’s goal was to upgrade her wardrobe, but as a busy professional and grad 

student, she didn’t have time to spend hours in stores or doing online shopping. “I 

care about my appearance in work and social life, so dressing well is a personal goal 

of mine.”

PRIOR EXPERIENCES
“I lead a very busy life. I would love to get my nails manicured, by hair styled, and 

my wardrobe updated, but that’s simply not a possibility right now.”

She’s shopped online before, but the need to assess things item by item stresses 

her out and feels like even more work to add to her plate.

ASSUMPTIONS ABOUT THE FUTURE 
“I don’t set aside a budget for clothing, but i wouldn’t be opposed to doing it if I 

could find value in updating my wardrobe with a few items every month so I don’t 

go crazy on a spending spree a few times a year and kill my credit card balance. 

I’m aggravated. I have “so many clothes but nothing to wear”. My friends have so 

much time to shop!!!”

StitchFixUpgrading her wardrobeKristen
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  AUTHENTICITY 
+ INTEGRITY

  AUTHENTEGRITY

SUMMING IT UP
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THANK YOU!
Questions? Contact a member of the Pelican XD Team. 

Dani Nordin
617-412-0585
dani@tzk-design.com

Kristen Bernard
603-494-3121
kristen.l.bernard@gmail.com

Shane Patton
585-233-8241
shane.patton@gmail.com

Raul Estrada
915-204-0140
raul.estrada13@gmail.com


